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Description

Very spacious and chic apartment, with panoramic view, located in the area of Piata1 Mai (Ion Mihalache) - Kiseleff -
Clucerului.

Furnished 3-bedroom apartment in a building from 1984 Piata
1Mai Bucharest

The apartment has 4 rooms and is furnished and equipped. The location is special, offering quick access to public
transport (buses 300, 205, 282, trams 45, 20), prestigious schools and high schools, shops, markets, banks,
pharmacies, shopping centers. Maintenance is affordable. The apartment offers a pleasant environment, is freshly
painted, is located on the 6th floor of 10 floors building, from 1984 with concrete structure, very resistant, clean and
quiet, and has a total area of 110 square meters, consisting of 3 bedrooms, of which one furnished, a living room of
20 sqm with dining area.

The kitchen is closed, fully furnished, and equipped, the apartment has two bathrooms, one with a window, a hall with
a large dressing room, and two closets, two enclosed balconies with double glazing, one of which extends over the
surface of a bedroom and kitchen.

It has generous storage spaces, is equipped with a refrigerator, stove, hood, washing machine, three air conditioners
and has as improvements well-kept oak parquet, recently scraped and lacquered, ceramic wall and floor tiles, double
glazed windows, a metal door at the entrance, wooden interior doors.
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The furniture is new, the sofa is extensible, a bedroom is fully furnished with a double bed, 2 bedside tables, chest of
drawers and dresser, and the rest of the rooms can be furnished on request according to the wishes and needs of
the tenants. Due to the generous space and central position, it is ideal for a family working from home or for an active
family.

 



 

Property details

Rooms no. 4

Constructed surface 110m²

Apartment type Apartment

Type of rooms Independent

Type of comfort Comfort 1

Bedrooms no. 3

Kitchens no. 1

Bathrooms no. 2

Building type Block

Year built 1984

Config 1S+P+10

Floor 6

Balconies no. 2

State Finished

Elevator Yes

Amenities

 

 Equipped kitchen  Semi furnished  City heating

 Air conditioning



 

Location

Photos
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